
Terms and conditions for the use of geodata and geodata 
services provided by the State Agency of Environment, 
Nature Protection and Geology in Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern (LUNG MV)  

Rights of usage  
The client is granted a simple, non-transferable right of usage according to § 31 (2) of the 
German Copyright Law and other laws for protecting intellectual properties. The user has 
to refer to the source of the data in every product generated using the retrieved data. A 
copyright notice has to be added to the product including, e.g. the name and the date of 
retrieval of the geodata used.  
The client must secure that misuse of the data retrieved from LUNG MV is prohibited 
(e.g. by handling the access code and password with care). When integrating the Web 
Map- and Web Feature Services (WMS/WFS) from LUNG MV into an own geodata 
portal the owner has to add a link to the terms of use in an appropriate place.  
 
The following applies to the “Kartenportal Umwelt MV” (https://www.umweltkarten.mv-
regierung.de/script/ ): 
All data as well as their representation in maps, pictures, texts, tables, diagrams are 
subject to Creative Commons CC BY-SA 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
sa/3.0/de/legalcode ). With any further processing the following source should be used  
 
Source: 
© LUNG MV (CC BY-SA 3.0) 
 
Reproduction, distribution and publication - extracts included – allowed only with 
indication of the sources. 

Data basis  
The data basis for the data services is generated with utmost care. However, it is not 
possible to totally avoid errors when producing or providing the data or when supporting 
the services. So no warranty whatsoever can be given for the accuracy, completeness 
and actuality of the data. If more recent data or data in a different scale are 
superimposed, discrepancies may occur between the sets of data. The most actual 
version is always the valid one.  

Availability of geodata services  
Within the scope of its technical, personal and financial possibilities LUNG MV runs the 
geodata services permanently. There is no provision for particular  fail-proof systems. 
LUNG MV reserves the right to adapt and develop the services in regard to technology 
and contents. This will not influence the performance of WMS/WFS for the users.  

Liability  
LUNG MV is liable for intentional or grossly negligent breach of duty in its  area of 
responsibility. However, it can not take over liability for direct or subsequent damages 
caused by the access to or use of the WMS/WFS or by the temporal impossibility to 
access the service. LUNG MV does not have any responsibility to grant the technical 
functioning, the compatibility of the services provided with the user´s software and 
hardware or the absence of viruses and other threats. 


